ABSTRACT

Continuous change is always present; it introduces various uncertainties, which may harm the sustainability of software systems. We argue that integrating runtime adaptation and evolution is crucial for the sustainability of software systems. Realising this integration calls for a radical change in the way software is developed and operated. Our position is that we need to Design for Sustainability. To that end, we present: (i) the AdEpS model (Adaptation and Evolution processes for Sustainability) to handle and mitigate uncertainties by means of integrating runtime adaptation and evolution, and (ii) a set of engineering principles to design software systems that facilitate the application of the AdEpS model to build sustainable software.

1. INTRODUCTION

In ecology, sustainability refers to the ability of biological systems to remain diverse and productive, i.e., sustainability is the endurance of systems and processes. Sustainability is a systemic concept that includes a set of dimensions [3]: Individual and Social sustainability, Economic sustainability, Environmental sustainability, and Technical sustainability. While individual, social, economic, and environmental sustainability are well-established concepts, technical sustainability, referring to “the longevity of information, systems, and infrastructure and their adequate evolution with changing surrounding conditions”, is an emerging topic, mainly related to the continuous and fast evolution of technologies.

Modern software systems – such as cyber-physical systems, cloud and service-oriented systems – are realised by means of dynamic composition of autonomous and heterogeneous resources that interact with each other to provide users with rich functionalities. Since these systems operate under highly dynamic conditions where both the entities and their interconnections are subject to continuous change, the traditional stability assumptions made on systems’ design are no longer valid. The dynamic operating conditions introduce uncertainty, which may harm the longevity of the system.

Uncertainty can lead to “incomplete, blurred, inaccurate, unreliable, inconclusive, or potentially false” results [30, 28]. Indeed, uncertainty spans many different dimensions, such as context, goals, models, functional and quality properties. When uncertainty is the rule rather than the exception, managing it becomes a crucial factor for the longevity and thus the sustainability of software systems. In other words, a software system is sustainable if it is resilient to uncertainty.

Developing sustainable software systems is challenging, as uncertainty permeates virtually all stages of the software system, from goals elicitation to design, validation and in particular runtime. This raises a set of groundbreaking challenges that call for radically changing the way software is developed, validated and operated. Software engineering students have been taught for decades the driving principles of design for reuse. However, we argue that handling the continuous change of software and realising sustainable systems require a shift in perspective by putting adaptation and evolution as driving principles in software design. Whereas adaptation refers to the ability of mitigating uncertainty in order to keep satisfying the goals, evolution refers to the ability of accommodating uncertainty in order to handle goal changes. Phrasing it differently: reuse puts the stable parts of software central, but the dominating parts of modern software systems are the changing parts; this change requires new engineering principles.

So far, adaptation and evolution have mainly been tackled independently by focusing on runtime and development time issues, respectively. However, the increasing need for business continuity requires modern software systems to be continuously available, which blurs the traditional separation between runtime and development time: uncertainty must be handled when the information becomes available while the system is running. To that end, we argue in this paper for a radically new approach to engineer software that we coin: Design for Sustainability. We underpin our argumentation with: (i) the AdEpS model (Adaptation and Evolution processes for Sustainability) to handle and mitigate uncertainties by means of integrating runtime adaptation and evolution, and (ii) a set of engineering principles to design software systems that facilitate the application of the AdEpS model to build sustainable software.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the AdEpS model that integrates runtime adaptation and evolution. In Section 3, we define a set of engineering principles to design software systems that adhere to the AdEpS model. Finally, we reflect on design for sustainability and its realisation, and wrap up with open challenges in Section 4.
2. THE ADEPS MODEL

Almost two decades ago, Oreizy et al. [27] proposed a comprehensive and integrated model that aimed at handling the challenges of adaptation and evolution at run time. Central to this seminal work are two interacting processes, one to handle adaptation, the other one to handle evolution. The Oreizy model takes an architectural perspective on handing change for monitoring, planning, evaluating, coordinating, and implementing reconfigurations. In their FOSE 2007 paper, Kramer and Magee [23] confirmed that software architecture provides a suitable abstraction to deal with change at runtime, which is nowadays widely accepted [7, 9]. Since the introduction of Oreizy’s model, research has yielded a set of principle insights in handling change. Figure 1 enhances Oreizy’s model, integrating these insights. We call this the AdEpS model (Adaptation and Evolution processes for Sustainability).

- First, we have learned that changing software involves four distinct activities: monitor, analyze, plan, and enact. These four activities are explicitly modeled in the AdEpS model, both for adaptation and evolution.
- Second, over the years, the importance of uncertainty in dealing with change has become manifest. The AdEpS model explicitly handles different types of uncertainty.
- Third, different to the original model of Oreizy, the AdEpS model provides explicit representations of the resources on which the change processes work: (i) the architecture description and the system implementation for evolution, and (ii) the runtime model and running system for adaptation.

We explain now the two interacting change processes that constitute the AdEpS model in more detail and highlight their interactions.

2.1 Adaptation Management

The aim of Adaptation Management (see Figure 1) is to preserve system goals, regarding of dynamics in the system, or the context in which it executes. The central resources of adaptation management are the running system and a runtime architecture model. Adaptation management is usually performed in an automatic way, possibly supported by humans in the loop. Adaptation management monitors the running system and its execution context, updating a runtime architecture model. This model is analysed and when system goals are violated, a plan is selected (or generated) and enacted to adapt the running system accordingly. Such adaptations can range from changing a single parameter value up to changing the architecture configuration. Figure 1 shows different sources of uncertainties involved in adaptation management. The context in which the system executes may be subject of uncertainty; e.g., the availability of resources may dynamically change in ways that are difficult to predict. The runtime architecture model may be subject to uncertainties; e.g., the model may only provide a probability of the response time of a particular component. Monitoring may suffer of uncertainty; e.g., measuring a physical distance may be subject to noise. Change enactment may be subject to uncertainty; e.g., the time to change a service may be different as expected. Finally, there may be uncertainty with respect to the adaptation itself; e.g., the analysis of a problem based on a model abstraction of the real situation may imply inaccuracies.

2.2 Evolution Management

The aim of Evolution Management (see Figure 1) is to handle changes of system goals in the context of business continuity; e.g., handle a new user requirement for a 24/7 system. The central resources of evolution management are the system implementation and the architecture description. Evolution management is usually performed by humans, supported by tools. Evolution management can be triggered in two principle ways, see Figure 2. First, adaptation management may trigger the need for evolution, that is, when analysis discovers a problem for which no mitigation plan is available (the problem was not anticipated). This scenario is illustrated in Figure 2(a). When no adaptation plan is available, evolution management will analyse the request. This will result in a plan to update the software architecture and the system implementation. The update is then enacted to the running system and the runtime architecture model. Second, the system goals may evolve due to changing user requirements or other changes in the

\[\text{2. With change, we refer both to adaptation and evolution.}\]
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system or environment. This scenario is illustrated in Figure 2(b). When evolution management gets a request for a goal change, the request will be analysed resulting in an update plan. Subsequently, the architecture description and the system implementation will be updated. The evolution will then trigger an update of the running system and the runtime architecture model. Evolution changes are typically changing or adding new components, integrating platform updates, etc. Evidently, evolution requires synchronization between the adaptation and evolution processes. Evolution may be subject to different uncertainties as shown in Figure 1. Besides uncertainties with respect to monitoring and enacting (similar as explained above), a key uncertainty of evolution management is goals uncertainty; a typical example is a user requirement that was not anticipated before. From this explanation, it becomes clear that handling runtime adaptation and evolution for sustainability has a pervasive impact on the software. We argue that support for adaptation and evolution should be accounted from the inception of a software system. In the next section, we explain engineering principles that underly design for sustainability.

3. ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES FOR DESIGN FOR SUSTAINABILITY

The AdEpS model defines how a software system can handle change through runtime adaptation and evolution in an integrated way. We shift our focus now to realising software systems that adhere to the AdEpS model, which is a foundational and particularly challenging problem. It requires at least that the system offers runtime support for monitoring its status (and the status of the execution context) and enacting changes (both adaptations and evolution updates). Subsequently, we discuss existing approaches to support runtime adaptation and evolution. We reflect on these approaches and then present a set of engineering principles to support software design for sustainability.

3.1 Existing Approaches to Support Runtime Change

Figure 3 shows the typical progressing levels of maturity to solve problems of software systems over time. Software engineers typically start with solving specific problems in a specific way. When problems recur, the expertise is turned into reusable solutions, for example in the form of frameworks or libraries. In the next stage, engineers abstract from concrete realisations and document design knowledge in the form of architectural approaches to solve the problems, such as tactics, patterns and reference solutions. Then, the knowledge is often consolidated in stable middleware solutions, offering developers programming abstractions and supporting infrastructure. Finally, language support is developed that provides an integrated solution to software developers.

In terms of the Figure 3, researchers and engineers have explored solutions that enable runtime change (adaptation and evolution) of software systems at different levels. We illustrate this with a few examples.

Frameworks – Examples of frameworks are HotSwap [10] that extends the Java VM with the ability to substitute modified code in a running application through the debugger API; Malabara et al. [24] propose an evolution system that extends dynamic class loaders, supporting replacement of class definitions. JDRUMS [1] allows the introduction of new versions of existing Java classes on the fly while preserving the internal state of objects.

FUSION [11] is an advanced framework for engineering self-tuning software systems; one of its particular features is that it supports learning run-time behaviors that were unforeseen at design time.

Patterns, Tactics, Reference Approaches – An exam-
ple of patterns is provided in [36], where the authors document a variety of patterns that support runtime adaptation. One example is the information sharing pattern that deals with the problem of adaptation in distributed systems where each sub-system requires information about the state of other sub-systems because a local adaptation may impact these other sub-systems (e.g., on some quality attribute of those operations). The information sharing pattern restricts the interactions between sub-systems to exchange of monitored information. The interactions are typically localised, that is, sub-systems exchange information only with sub-systems in their (physical or logical) context.

In [35], the authors present an architectural approach for online updating software product line products. The approach comprises of two complementary parts: (1) an update viewpoint that defines the conventions for constructing and using architecture views to deal with multiple update concerns; and (2) a supporting framework that provides an extensible infrastructure supporting integrators of a SPL. The approach has been empirically validated for live updates of products derived from an industrial SPL for logistic systems [26].

In [29], the authors propose a pattern-oriented development approach, where patterns are considered as the main building blocks of the architecture and changes are applied by means of patterns substitution, i.e., design evolution is identified in terms of replacement of patterns by other patterns. Another interesting approach is proposed in [2], where the authors present the Evolution Style, which defines a family of domain-specific architecture evolution paths that share common properties and satisfy a common set of constraints. The evolution style specifies the set of concepts needed to define and analyse the software architecture evolution: (i) the set of operators defining the evolution transitions, (ii) the set of evolution path constraints defining whether a path is allowed or not, and (iii) the set of evaluation functions used to compare different evolution paths with respect to quality metrics.

Middleware and Component Models – An example of a middleware solution is SOCAM [15] (Service-Oriented Context-Aware Middleware) that supports programmers building and rapid prototyping of context-aware services (i.e., services that use various context data such as environment variables and data about computational elements to adapt themselves to the changing context dynamically and automatically). SOCAM offers support for acquiring, discovering, interpreting and accessing various contexts to build context-aware services.

The Hydrogen project aims at providing mobile devices with a distributed middleware platform for context management and acquisition [20]. Specifically, Hydrogen distributes context servers on devices, which are enabled to share their contexts with other devices in physical proximity. Hydrogen adopts an object-oriented context model that allows the addition of new context types by specializing the generic context superclass. The Contory [31] middleware is specifically designed to accomplish efficient context management on mobile devices. In order to make context management flexible and adaptive, Contory integrates multiple context provisioning strategies, namely internal sensors-based, external infrastructure-based, and distributed provisioning in ad hoc networks.

An interesting example of a component model is Frac-tal [5] that endows system components with arbitrary reflective capabilities. Components in this model can be endowed with customised introspection and intercession capabilities that allow fine-grained probing and manipulation of their internal structure. Another well-known component model that supports runtime change is OSGi [25]. OSGi defines a dynamic component system for Java, enabling development of applications that are dynamically composed of components. In OSGi components can be remotely installed, started, stopped, updated, and uninstalled on the fly. OSGi is used in popular applications such as Eclipse and Spring.

Language Support – An example of language support is COP [19] (Context-oriented Programming), which treats context explicitly, and provides mechanisms to dynamically adapt behavior in reaction to changes in context at runtime. To that end, COP provides explicit language constructs.

Another famous language example is Erlang [12], a functional programming language and runtime system, designed by Ericsson. Erlang supports runtime evolution at language-level via the “Dynamic Software Updating” mechanism. In particular, Erlang can keep two versions of a module in memory (new and old), and processes can concurrently run code from both. A process will not move into the new version until it makes an external call to its module. Erlang focuses on support for distributed, fault-tolerant, non-stop applications.

3.2 Engineering Principles

The example approaches discussed in the previous section demonstrate that a variety of solutions to support runtime change have been developed over the years. While different solutions provide different levels of maturity, most of them focus on particular facets of “support for runtime change” or apply to particular families of applications. To enable handling runtime adaptation and evolution in a systematic way (i.e., develop software systems that adhere to the AdEpS model), we argue for a paradigm shift in the way we realise software systems. In particular, we argue that sustainability requires that software systems are designed and developed to accommodate runtime adaptation and evolution as a primary concern, rather than an add-on. We call this “De-
We have identified three primary engineering principles that underly design for sustainability: variability & meta-variability, probing, and controlled change. We discuss them now in more detail. For each principle, we outline innovative ideas for realisation at the level of component models and languages.

**Design for variability & meta-variability** – Variability is interpreted as planned or anticipated change that is pervasive throughout the software lifecycle [13]. The classic way to realise variability is by instrumenting software systems with appropriate variability mechanisms that allow for guided evolution [32]. However, when considering sustainable software systems, variants are needed to realise re-configurations of the system at runtime [4]. The need for variability handling at runtime has been recognised as a key challenge in the domain of Dynamic Software Product Lines [16].

While traditional variability mechanisms may provide pragmatic solutions to this problem, with design for variability we refer to systematic approaches to endow software systems with variability as an integrated property. Such solutions can handle different levels of maturity (see Figure 3). For example, a component model may be defined that allows abstractions allowing designers to mark particular elements as variants and add variation points to bind/unbind variants on the fly. Similarly, a programming language may offer language constructs that allow programmers to define parts of the code as variants on the one hand and allow binding/unbinding these variants dynamically at certain points in the code on the other hand.

In addition to support variability as a first-class concern, it is also essential to consider meta-variability, i.e., first-class support for runtime changes of the variability mechanisms themselves. Meta-variability is essential to handle uncertainties with regard to unanticipated changes. So far little research has been done on supporting meta-variability at runtime; an example is [17].

**Design for probing** – Probing refers to the ability of collecting data about the system’s runtime behavior and the context in which it executes. The traditional way of probing of software systems is to instrument the code with facilities to collect data from the running system and its execution context. A classic example at the level of frameworks is a gauge as supported by Rainbow [14]. An example at language level are aspects that allow weaving code into the system to track its behaviour. In [6], such aspect probes are used to continuously evaluate the performance of the system. In general, extracting particular types of information through probing is known to be complex and invasive, for example to support robustness to errors and intrusions.

With design for probing we argue for systematic approaches to endow engineering approaches for software systems with integrated facilities for probing their behaviour, taking into account monitoring uncertainty. For example, a component model (Figure 3) may allow designers to define particular elements of the system as monitor-able. The supporting infrastructure should then allow the adaptation or evolution software (see the AdEpS model) to collect the data at runtime from these monitor-able elements. At a program-language level, a language may offer constructs that allow to declare the runtime behaviour of particular parts of the code as observable. The execution environment should then allow to track the behaviour at runtime and allow client code to get access to the monitored data. First-class support for probing can offer a variety of features to handle monitor uncertainties, such as the ability of monitoring stochastic behaviour, filtering noise, etc.

**Design for controlled change** – In order to handle change, software systems should be build such that they allow enacting changes. A number of solid solutions exist that provide facilities for changing the running software as we discussed above. Nevertheless, effecting changes is often done in an ad-hoc fashion. In [8], the authors highlight the complexity of enacting change and stress the need for coordinating the adaptation process of software systems. The authors emphasise the importance of the connection between effecting change and dealing with the variability associated with the adaptation process. The authors of [18] argue for the heritage of product lines that provides solid (and practicable) proven engineering foundations, which have been tested in numerous applications. Variability in product lines might relate not only to the variation and evolution of a single system (or its architecture) but to the unifying product line architecture of a myriad of instances of deployed systems, for example in mobile devices and similar deployments, each with different deployment context and configuration options. Such systems have a long life time and need for frequent update over their lifetime, especially when critical functions are increasingly software-defined.

In addition to the means for effecting change, systems should also provide facilities for controlling the change, so that system consistency is preserved both during and after the change enactment. Shutting down and restarting the system is not an option for systems that require business continuity. To that end, to guarantee consistency and avoid disruption of service, the system should be placed in a “quiescence state” – i.e., a state where the system is both passive and has no outstanding transactions which it must accept and service – before the run-time adaptation/evolution is performed [22]. However, although quiescence (or more relaxed, tranquility [33]) is a desirable property, it is difficult to achieve, since quiescent states are not proven to be reachable in bounded time. In addition, changing a software element may require the transfer of state before and after the change and handle interfering behaviour during the change.

Design for controlled change argues for integrated engineering approaches that support enacting change of software systems in a consistent manner, taking into account potential uncertainties of effecting changes. Consistent enacting change of a running software system is in general a very complicated challenge. At the level of a component model, designers may be offered the facilities to define which elements of the system are effect-able and how the change can be enacted. Typically, declared variants are candidates for enactment, while variation points provide the means to enact the change. To guarantee consistency of adaptation, the underlying execution platform needs to support quiescence and state transfer. Supporting consistent change enactment at the programming level is an extremely challenging problem. The key problems are the need for high-level programing abstractions to define: what and how change can be enacted, defining quiescent states, and handling state transfer if necessary. Furthermore, the underlying execution platform should assure that declared variants are replaced in a safe state and state transfers are handled properly when a change is enacted. Last but not least, first-class support for
enacting change should offer support for handling uncertainties of effecting changes. Examples of such features are time windows to effect changes, mechanisms for acknowledging successful (or failed) change actions, etc.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND REFLECTIONS ON DESIGN FOR SUSTAINABILITY

In this position paper, we have argued that integrating runtime adaptation and evolution is crucial for the sustainability of software systems. To handle the continuous change of software in a systematic way, we have made a case for a radical new approach to build and operate software that we coined “design for sustainability.” This approach comprises two complementary (i) the AdEpS model that describes the two integrated processes to handle change, regarding of uncertainties: adaptation management to preserve goals and evolution management to deal with goal changes, and (ii) three primary engineering principles to design software systems that adhere to the AdEpS model: design for variability & meta-variability, design for probing, and design for controlled change. For each principle, we have indicated innovative ideas for realisation at the level of component models and languages.

Design for sustainability shifts the traditional engineering focus from the stable, reusable parts of software systems to the changing parts that are subject to various uncertainties. Evidently, we have to be careful that we do not swing the pendulum too far. Realising the vision of design for sustainability will be a complex adventure. We conclude this paper with a number of reflections:

- How to realise the seamless integration of runtime adaptation and evolution, that is, how to implement the AdEpS model?
- How to transfer the abstract engineering principles of design for sustainability to a practical realisation?
- What are the implications and tradeoffs of applying the engineering principles of design for sustainability?
- What assurances can be provided for such complex systems that operate in an ocean of uncertainties?

An important challenge along the path of realising the engineering approach proposed in this paper is the need for evaluation, empirical work, and gathering evidence. This applies to the realisation of both the AdEpS model and the engineering principles to design software systems that adhere to the AdEpS model. In our ongoing line of research on ActivFORMS [21], we focus currently on the realisation of the AdEpS model. The approach currently assumes that the underlying managed system provides facilities for monitoring and consistent adaptation. In ActivFORMS, the logic to handle adaptation management is realised by means of formally specified executable models. The models can be verified offline. The models are then connected with the managed system through probes and connectors and are directly executed by a virtual machine. Evolution management is realised on top of adaptation management. Evolution management allows system administrators to track the behaviour of the system, continue verification at runtime, and evolve the adaptation models on the fly when needed.

The approach has been evaluated for several application domains with different degrees of criticality, including a robotic system, mobile learning applications, and a service-based medical application to support elderly. We refer the interested reader to the ActivFORMS website.

The challenges to deal with continuous change of software are huge; applying ad-hoc engineering practice is risky, for sure in the long term. We have argued that we have to change the way we design and build software if we want to deal with the continuous change and uncertainties of software in a sustainable way. We offer design for sustainability as a proposal to open the discussion.
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